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Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price:
Variant price modifier:
Base price with tax:
Price with discount:
Salesprice with discount:
Sales price:
Sales price without tax:
Discount:
Tax amount:

Ask a question about this product
Manufacturer: Autoform Development
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Description
The A-10 Widebody is the ultimate new design from Autoform in our mission to not only preserve, but, also continue the legacy of the Viper.
Drawing from the the racing history of Autoform and the Viper along with a modern design for the baddest street machine around.

NEW AUTOFORM PANELS INCLUDED ON A-10 BUILD:
- Front Fascia with LED Driving Lights

- L/R Front Fender

- Autoform Stryker Hood

- L/R Sidepipe Cover

- L/R Rear Quarter Panel

- L/R Inner Wheel Well Extension

- Coupe Style Deck Spoiler (Convertible Only)

- L/R Taillight Filler (convertible Only)

- Speedster Bubble (Convertible Option)

All stock panels are removed ar Autoform; New A-10 panels are handcrafted and then fitted to ensure correctpanel gap and fit according to
OEM build tolerances before paint at Autoform

All A-10 panels are block sanded and sealed before base and clear coat application. After paint, panels are water sanded and buffed using the
same process as specified by the OEM.

REQUIRED/ADD-ON BUILD ELEMENTS:
Each new build will require either new or reconditioned OEM Gen V style wheels with spacers - Or, Autoform's wheel partner, Forgeline, will
work with us to build a perfect wheel to match your taste and style.

All A-10s require purchase of adjustable coil-overs to give the car the correct stance and handling. Both BC Performance and MCS coil-overs
are offered for different price and performance standards. All coil-overs are installed at Autoform and a basic street alignment is included in the
installation cost; 4 wheel race alignment is offered as an added option for track use.
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As part of our ‘Group C’ Custom Build group. Prefix Performance has offered their Viper V-10 engine upgrades to add to the performance of
the A-10s. Engines will be removed prior to panel work at Autoform.

Custom interiors are also availible through Venzano Automotive, the long-time leader in custom Viper interiors

Additonal Autoform aero pieces can also be added to each build

We will work with each customer to design each A-10 to match their specific taste and budget, because of the intended custom nature of each
build, pricing will be based upon the options chosen for each A-10.

Here are the 'Build Groups' based upon paint options that customers can use as a starting point in configuring thier own A-10 Widebody

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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